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Introduction: There is growing concern about the mental health status of medical students. Medical students are at a higher risk for depression, anxiety, and burnout than non-medical students. The Undergraduate Medical Education (UGME) Office of Medical Learner Affairs at McGill University developed a Longitudinal Wellness Curriculum (LWC) to foment medical students’ well-being, self-care, and adaptability.

Methods: We conducted a qualitative descriptive study to explore students’ experiences with the LWC. We conducted three semi-structured focus groups involving a total of 11 medical students. We used thematic framework analysis for data analysis.

Results: We found four main themes related to participants’ engagement with the curriculum: 1) diverse perceptions on curriculum relevance and helpfulness; 2) the benefits of experiential sessions, role model speakers, and supportive staff; 3) insights on student-friendly curriculum scheduling; and 4) the importance of wellness education and systemic interventions in medical education.

Conclusions: Most participants found the curriculum valuable and supported its integration into the academic curriculum. Experiential and active learning, diverse approaches to wellness, small group sessions, role modeling, and student-centered approaches were preferred methods. Inconvenient curriculum scheduling and skepticism over system-level support were seen as barriers to curriculum engagement and uptake. The findings of our study contribute to the development and implementation of wellness curriculum efforts in medical education.
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Abstract

Introduction: There is growing concern about the mental health status of medical students. Medical students are at a higher risk for depression, anxiety, and burnout than non-medical students. The Undergraduate Medical Education (UGME) Office of Medical Learner Affairs at McGill University developed a Longitudinal Wellness Curriculum (LWC) to foster medical students’ well-being, self-care, and adaptability.

Methods: We conducted a qualitative descriptive study to explore students’ experiences with the LWC. We conducted three semi-structured focus groups involving a total of 11 medical students. We used thematic framework analysis for data analysis.

Results: We found four main themes related to participants’ engagement with the curriculum: 1) diverse perceptions on curriculum relevance and helpfulness; 2) the benefits of experiential sessions, role model speakers, and supportive staff; 3) insights on student-friendly curriculum scheduling; and 4) the importance of wellness education and systemic interventions in medical education.

Conclusions: Most participants found the curriculum valuable and supported its integration into the academic curriculum. Experiential and active learning, diverse approaches to wellness, small group sessions, role modeling, and student-centered approaches were preferred methods. Inconvenient curriculum scheduling and skepticism over system-level support were seen as barriers to curriculum engagement and uptake. The findings of our study contribute to the development and implementation of wellness curriculum efforts in medical education.

Résumé

Introduction : L’état de santé mentale des étudiants en médecine est de plus en plus préoccupant. Les étudiants en médecine sont davantage exposés à la dépression, à l’anxiété et à l’épuisement professionnel que les étudiants des autres disciplines. Le Bureau des études médicales prédoctorales (EMPr) de l’Université McGill a mis au point un programme longitudinal sur le bien-être pour favoriser le bien-être, l’autonomie et la capacité d’adaptation des étudiants en médecine.


Résultats : Nous avons dégagé quatre thèmes principaux liés à l’engagement des participants dans le programme d’études : 1) diverses perceptions de la pertinence et de l’utilité du programme ; 2) les avantages des séances expérimentales, des conférenciers modèles et du personnel de soutien ; 3) des idées sur la programmation du programme adapté aux étudiants et 4) l’importance de la formation en matière de bien-être et des interventions systémiques dans l’enseignement médical.

Conclusions : La plupart des participants ont trouvé le programme intéressant et ont soutenu son intégration dans le programme universitaire. L’apprentissage expérimental et actif, les diverses approches du bien-être, les séances en petits groupes, les modèles de rôle et les approches centrées sur l’étudiant étaient les méthodes préférées. Les horaires peu pratiques du programme et le scepticisme quant au soutien du système ont été considérés comme des obstacles à l’engagement et à l’adoption du programme. Les résultats de notre étude contribuent à l’élaboration et à la mise en œuvre de programmes de bien-être dans l’enseignement médical.
Introduction
Numerous studies have shown that medical student distress is an endemic and pernicious problem in medical schools across the world.1-5 Incoming medical students report similar mental health status to age-matched, college students, but their mental health deteriorates once in medical school to become poorer than that of age-matched controls.6,7 Indeed, medical students consistently display higher rates of depression, anxiety, stress, and suicidal ideation than control populations.8-10 A reduction in empathy during medical education has also been reported, particularly as students transition to clerkship.11,12 A clear change in how we train and support students is necessary, as psychological morbidity in medical students is associated with a host of negative outcomes, including impaired academic performance, school attrition, medical errors, unprofessionalism, compromised patient care, self-medication, and decreased quality of life.13

The literature has identified multiple challenges to medical student wellness. Among medical students, adverse wellness outcomes are associated with individual-level factors such as displaying rigid Type A traits, placing excessive achievement-based demands on themselves, and striving for perfection in their studies.14-16 At the same time, medical students confront system-level factors that impinge on well-being, such as excessive workload and high expectations for academic performance,17 rigid scheduling and limited sense of control,18 mistreatment within the learning environment,19 and a culture that predominantly prioritizes achievement over wellness and discourages vulnerability and help-seeking.20

In response, medical schools have adopted diverse interventions to improve student well-being.21 Preventive interventions include student-led initiatives and wellness programs aimed at cultivating resilience, mindfulness, self-care, cognitive restructuring, and positive habits.19,22-26 Reactive interventions include early screening and identification of students in distress and destigmatizing and facilitating access to mental health support.27 Structural interventions targeting curricular changes and the learning environment, include pass/fail grading, longitudinal collaborative learning approaches, faculty and peer mentoring, flexible scheduling and accommodations, and mistreatment interventions.19,23,28,29

Skills-based longitudinal wellness curricula have emerged as a new area of intervention, but there is scant research exploring their effectiveness and medical students’ valuation of them.1,30,31 In a recent mixed-methods study conducted at the Mayo Clinic Alix School of Medicine-AZ, an examination of their multifaceted wellness curriculum, including curriculum-embedded seminars, a wellness committee, student-driven programming, and mental health services, was undertaken.30,31 The results outlined in the initial publication of this study indicated a decrease in perceived stress and an increase in overall well-being over the course of the academic year, with no significant difference in outcomes between medical students who participated in the wellness curriculum and those who did not.30 Furthermore, students’ responses revealed that unscheduled time (e.g., protected time away from academic activities) had the most significant impact on their well-being, followed by student-led activities as the second-most influential factor.30 In a separate article discussing additional qualitative data derived from this study, the researchers documented that medical students preferred diverse conceptualizations of wellness that allowed for individual choice and flexibility.22 Additionally, students viewed wellness as closely connected to their learning environment, leading them to be skeptical of mandatory wellness initiatives that did not address issues within the learning environment.31

The Office of Medical Learner Affairs (formerly The WELL Office) at McGill University employs a multipronged approach to student well-being (e.g., mental health and career counselling, education, academic advising, and advocacy), which included the establishment of the Longitudinal Wellness Curriculum (LWC) (Table 1) in 2016.32 The aim of the LWC is to foster medical students’ well-being, adaptability, and self-care, and to promote a culture of wellness within the learning environment. Drawing from Bill Hetler’s holistic and interconnected model of wellness,33 the LWC targets areas of social, emotional, physical, intellectual, spiritual, financial, and occupational medical student wellness. The wellness sessions use diverse teaching and learning methodologies, including large group psychoeducation lectures, workshops, student-led activities, and simulated sessions. Guest speakers include medical students and residents, physicians, allied health professionals, and motivational speakers. The wellness sessions are scheduled during protected academic curriculum time. Based on years of feedback from student leadership, attendance at the wellness sessions is predominantly self-selected to facilitate autonomy, buy-in, and engagement with the curriculum.
Table 1. Overview of the LWC

The LWC strategically weaves wellness initiatives throughout the four-year medical training, ensuring alignment with academic content at each stage. The curriculum is delivered synchronously both in person and virtually. During the foundational Fundamentals of Medicine and Dentistry phase, the curriculum introduces interactive wellness lectures tailored to correspond with the study systems explored in Year 1 and early Year 2. Year 1 lectures encompass diverse themes such as mindfulness, relationships, self-compassion, study skills, diversity, and career panels. In Year 2, the lectures cover critical topics including sexuality, mental health and suicide prevention, peer support, and financial wellness. Attendance at the lectures is voluntary, with an average of 44 students attending each session out of a total class size of approximately 180, which varies by year. As students enter the Transition to Clinical Practice phase towards the latter part of Year 2, the curriculum shifts gears by incorporating experiential learning through mandatory simulated sessions focused on providing care to sexual minorities. Additionally, it fosters peer support via ‘ice cream rounds,’ small support groups facilitated by Wellness Consultants, which students must attend initially, and once present, they have the option to leave. During Clerkship (Years 3-4), mandatory wellness sessions are adapted to upcoming transitions, offering specific support for the Canadian Resident Matching Service (CaRMS) application and matching process, stress management,
tailored ice cream rounds, and addressing special topics for the transition to residency. If mandatory activities are missed, students are asked to complete a make-up activity, such as watching a relevant psychoeducational video, listening to an episode of the Office’s wellness podcast, and reporting their take-home message.

Including the perspectives of medical students has been recognized as an evidence-based principle to the design, development, and deployment of wellness curricula, but there is a paucity of literature regarding students’ experiences with and perceptions of these programs in general. Therefore, we aimed to gain insights from medical students regarding their experiences with the LWC, with an emphasis on helpful and unhelpful aspects.

Methods

We conducted a qualitative descriptive study to achieve a detailed understanding of medical students’ perceptions and experiences of the LWC. Qualitative research is exploratory, descriptive, and contextual, and is concerned with the meanings that individuals ascribe to their lived experiences. This approach is particularly appropriate for the study of curriculum and program design and assessment, as it illuminates why and how a program exerts its impact, as well as its strengths and weaknesses. It can also provide rich information about the facilitators, barriers, and unintended side effects associated with engagement with the curriculum. In qualitative research, description data are obtained from informants who have direct experience with the phenomenon, and it is reported using the participants’ language, while highlighting researchers’ interpretations to facilitate understanding across multiple stakeholders.

This study used focus groups for data collection, given their efficiency in gathering information from multiple participants concurrently. Focus groups offer practicality and cost-effectiveness compared to other qualitative data collection methods, such as individual interviews. Focus groups possess the potential to unveil not just group dynamics but also individual viewpoints, fostering an environment for both common and diverse perspectives to emerge spontaneously. Medical students have expressed feeling valued, respected, and heard during focus groups, highlighting their significance in providing a safer space for collective student expression. Furthermore, focus groups demonstrate versatility, being effectively employed across various research areas, from evaluating wellness programs to exploring nuanced aspects of medical education. Their ability to capture both group dynamics and individual perspectives, their practical utility, and adaptability to the study’s topic underpin their selection as the preferred method for this research endeavour.

By eliciting and centralizing students’ narratives of their experiences with the LWC via focus groups, we were able to achieve a rich and contextualized description of the strengths and weaknesses of the curriculum in a manner that can support its optimization, as well as inform curricular efforts in other universities. Members of the research team included medical educators and mental health professionals with expertise in medical learner wellness and curriculum design and implementation. The study received ethics approval by McGill University’s Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences IRB (#A10-B50-18B).

Recruitment

We employed purposive sampling to ensure that our participants possessed experience with and knowledge about the phenomenon under study, specifically having experienced the LWC. Our target group consisted of students across all four years of medical training who attended the LWC throughout their training. Our diverse recruitment strategy included distributing materials through e-newsletters, making announcements during wellness sessions, and leveraging word-of-mouth recruitment facilitated by class leaders. Prospective participants received a recruitment email outlining the study’s purpose, inclusion criteria, and containing the informed consent form. Feedback from students from different years was crucial for informing the relevancy and helpfulness of the LWC at various stages of training.

Data Collection

Once we obtained written informed consent from participants, we scheduled the focus groups via Zoom and outside of academic hours to facilitate participant comfort, participation, and to respect pandemic-related restrictions. Data were collected from May to September 2022. For each focus group, we attempted to schedule six participants, a number recommended in the literature for focus group size. However, recruitment was a challenge, especially for certain cohorts. Nonetheless, three focus groups were conducted, totaling 11 participants. The first group included five fourth-year medical students; the second group included two third-year medical students; and the third group included four second-year medical students. The focus groups ranged from 75-90 minutes in
duration. The first author, an experienced master’s level qualitative data collector (CV) who was not affiliated the Office of Medical Learners Affairs, conducted all focus groups, with the aim of encouraging participants to be more comfortable and speak more openly regarding their experiences with the LWC. A research assistant was present during the focus groups to take notes during the interviews and help with logistics.

We used a semi-structured interview protocol comprising nine open-ended questions to guide the interviews (Table 2). We formulated the interview questions leveraging our team’s expertise and insights from existing research on medical students’ views regarding wellness education. Each interview addressed participants’ experiences of the LWC, focusing on helpful and unhelpful aspects, barriers and facilitators to attendance and engagement, impact, and recommendations. To facilitate co-construction, the interviewer asked clarifying questions, offered observations for participants to comment on, and encouraged participants to take the lead in the telling of their stories. The research assistant transcribed all interviews verbatim, using participant pseudonyms (two randomly selected letters) and removing any identifying details. We provided participants with a $25 gift certificate for food service to thank them for their time and participation.

Data analysis

We employed thematic framework analysis to analyze the semi-structured interview transcripts. This analytical process was manually carried out in five interconnected stages, and accordingly, these steps were followed: familiarization, identifying a thematic framework, indexing, charting, mapping, and interpretation. The process started with familiarization with the data by reading each interview transcript multiple times, while often listening to the accompanying recording to garner an overall sense of the transcript. Subsequently, a line-by-line analysis of each transcript was performed, highlighting quotes that pertained to different aspects of the LWC curriculum experience and writing notes at the margin of the transcript (i.e., descriptive statements, short phrases, and concepts) to facilitate the development of a thematic framework. The stages of indexing and charting involved sorting the highlighted quotes and making comparisons within and between participant cases. Highlighted quotes that reflected similar concepts were then grouped into themes for each transcript. We emailed each participant a description of themes generated from their focus group along with relevant quotes and asked them to provide feedback within two weeks. Three participants (one from each group) responded and indicated that the analysis was representative of their experiences.

Table 2. The semi-structured interview guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of Questioning</th>
<th>Specific Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priming question</td>
<td>How was your general experience of attending the Wellness Curriculum sessions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>Can you please describe aspects of the Wellness Curriculum that worked well for you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can you please describe aspects of the Wellness Curriculum that did not work well for you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitators and barriers</td>
<td>What barriers, if any, did you experience in attending or engaging with the Wellness Curriculum sessions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What facilitated, if anything, your engagement with the Wellness Curriculum sessions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>What impact, if any, did the Wellness Curriculum have on your personal wellbeing? Please provide some examples to the extent you feel comfortable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What impact, if any, did the Wellness Curriculum have on your professional development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What role does the Wellness Curriculum play in the way you view the medical program at McGill?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations</td>
<td>What suggestions do you have to make the Wellness Curriculum more useful to medical students?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is there anything you would like to share that we may not have discussed?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once each transcript was analyzed, all themes were compared across all interviews. The process of interpretation involved movement between understanding individual quotes, seeing relationships between quotes, and establishing links between all data. We developed themes that captured participants’ common and unique experiences of the curriculum. We offer a detailed description that captures participants’ experiences with the LWC, including quotes that capture the diverse meanings of each theme.

We used a variety of strategies for rigor and quality of data analysis. The first author conducted the data analysis of the interviews and the second author served as auditor. The entire research team discussed and offered feedback regarding the thematic structure and interpretation of the findings. We used member checking to ensure we understood participant responses during each interview and subsequently solicited participant feedback regarding...
the findings. We offered a detailed description of the context in which the findings were developed (e.g., setting of the study) and a comprehensive account of all research procedures (e.g., recruitment challenges, data collection, and analysis). Lastly, we maintained a detailed audit trail of all the steps taken during the study and of all data.

**Results**

**Participants**

We conducted three semi-structured focus group interviews involving a total of 11 medical students. The participants’ ages ranged from 21 to 29, with eight identifying as female and three as male. The participants represented diverse ethnic backgrounds, including Canadian, Chinese, European, South-East Asian, Middle Eastern, and Arab Canadian. Most participants reported being middle class, and one participant indicated a low socioeconomic status.

**Resulting themes**

Participants addressed their experiences of the LWC at length, alluding to aspects of the curriculum that work and did not work for them, particularly regarding their learning and engagement. Four themes were developed: 1) diverse perspectives on curriculum relevance and helpfulness; 2) the benefits of experiential sessions, role model speakers, and supportive staff; 3) insights on student-friendly curriculum scheduling; and 4) the importance of wellness education and systemic interventions in medical education.

**Theme 1: Diverse perspectives on curriculum relevance and helpfulness.** Participants’ descriptions of the curriculum can be conceptualized on a continuum, ranging from highly enriching to less fruitful experiences. When talking about the curriculum’s relevancy, participants concentrated on the curriculum’s content, applicability, and developmental progression. Most participants described the curriculum as “very good,” “quite helpful,” and “very diverse.” AE alluded to the pertinence of the topics: “I don’t think that there was ever a wellness day that I was like, ‘Oh, I didn’t need to know that.’” UW commented on the applicability of the sessions: “I realized that they’re actually very important topics that would benefit me afterwards in medical school.” Lastly, OL identified the richness of the curriculum:

> I was very happy [the curriculum] was there and I learned a lot from the sessions ... I really enjoyed the variety of them. My impression at the start was that it was going to be a lot about self-care and self-compassion, which was important, but then learning that I also had financial wellness, I was like, ‘Oh my gosh, I would have never thought about this.’

In contrast, many fourth-year participants voiced concerns about the curriculum lacking sequential progression, with content not becoming progressively more complex or tailored to the evolving needs of students as they advanced through their medical training, which hindered its relevancy and potential educational gains. These participants identified the content of the sessions as “basic,” especially during FMD, which led to disengagement. AH explained:

> [The curriculum] made sure that you weren’t illiterate about these topics, so it allowed everybody to be on a baseline ... But as soon as you had any sort of baseline knowledge of what was being talked about, a lot of times it was so basic that you could disconnect, and you didn’t really take out much from it.

Additionally, these participants mentioned the curriculum lacked a developmental trajectory. IC clarified:

> I felt like it was pretty repetitive, right? I kept expecting something new or something that would be more tailored for clerkship or residency. But I feel like what we’ve been hearing in the last couple of months during the lectures, I could have learned in [first year] and it would have been as useful.

Lastly, the fourth-year participants described some of the content as impractical. For instance, AH said: “A lot of these lectures are theoretically very interesting and idealistic ... It’s nice to hear about it, but it doesn’t really translate necessarily to real-world practice (AH).”

**Theme 2: The benefits of experiential sessions, role models, and supportive staff.** Participants commented on different aspects of the wellness sessions that led to engaging experiences. First, they preferred experiential and interactive sessions that afforded opportunities for engaging with other students and practice helpful skills. For instance, OL recounted the benefits of an experiential session:

> They [the session facilitators] were like, ‘We want everybody listening to do this mindful breathing with us.’ It’s super easy, super accessible. You can immediately practice this great new skill and see the benefit of it firsthand. And it really is a good way to engage and catch people’s attention.
Many participants identified ice cream rounds as very helpful because they “allowed for human connection with colleagues and realizing you are in the same boat” (MA). A few participants enjoyed the wellness day as it offered “options,” (AR) “flexibility,” (UW) and opportunities to connect with other students, making it a “fun day where everyone was together with friends” (DJ). Some participants highlighted the simulated sessions with gender and sexual diverse patients, with EK explaining that they are “some of the most meaningful” in the curriculum, as students get to learn and practice how to “care for and communicate with marginalized populations.”

Second, all participants preferred and appreciated ‘insider’ speakers as role models, such as medical residents or senior medical students, “small group leaders,” (AH) and “faculty that students connect with.” (DJ) Sessions led by residents were deemed more relatable and compelling, with multiple participants expressing the sentiment that residents has been in their “shoes” not too long ago. For instance, AR reflected on her experience:

I got to experience the session where we were able to interview a resident. I liked that because we were very active in that process. It was definitely super engaging. I really walked away from that being like, ‘Okay, the feelings I’m having now are normal.’ Having these folks who’d gone through the same thing is really reassuring.

Additionally, for practical topics, such as financial wellness, residents or senior medical students were also deemed as preferred speakers, given their “neutrality” (AE) and current and “concrete” (JV) knowledge on important considerations for medical students, such as disability insurance.

Although ‘insider’ speakers were preferred, several participants mentioned that “passionate” speakers was a key consideration. MA also identified outsider speakers, such as psychologists and psychotherapists as facilitators to attendance, humorously saying that it was a form of “free therapy.” Many participants also called for more diverse speaker representation to foment inclusiveness. YN indicated: “I don’t feel represented. I just feel like if someone who was similar to my situation was able to comment on that as well, it would make me feel more included and more inclined to listen as well.”

Lastly, most participants noted the importance of having staff from the Office of Medical Learner Affairs leading the LWC. EK elaborated: “The [staff] clearly care about the students. And I think that’s really a strength of the [Office] and the wellness curriculum.” It seems that the staff’s role in medical student wellness as well as relationships developed with students facilitated attendance, engagement, and legitimacy of the LWC. OL remarked:

Having somebody whose job is to take care of us students come and tell you, ‘Okay, I've brought this person here because I think their value, their voice is important, and I think it will help you.’ Like, I want to listen up because she thinks it's important... [The Wellness Consultant] showing her face regularly, it made me feel like this is more legitimate.

Similarly, IC elaborated:

When I knew [the Wellness Consultant] was going to be presenting, I was always(6,9),(992,997)
wellness topic per se,” as they would be “focused on the block exam.”

**Theme 4: The importance of wellness education and systemic interventions in medical education.** Most participants noted their appreciation for the Program’s adoption of the LWC, seeing it as a gesture of caring and support for their wellness. YN explained how it validated the students’ self-care efforts:

> It’s just a good reminder that we have a right to feel good. It teaches us that throughout med school we’ve had the opportunity to have dedicated time for that … In the future we should integrate that into our practice and find ways to make us and our colleagues feel better as well.

UW also alluded to how the internalization of “softer skills” can lead to culture changes within the field:

> I think that it kind of shows that McGill has our back... I think we’re slowly moving towards a newer form of medicine where it’s important that the physician takes care of themselves too. These concepts will help our own learning, but also help our own teaching and fostering a better culture.

The Program’s support was seen as supporting the sustainability of the profession. AE explained, “Doctors have such high burnout rates that if you’re not teaching students these wellness skills, then you’re kind of setting them up for failure in the future.”

On the contrary, some participants were more critical of the Medical Program’s implementation of the LWC. A major area of discontent seemed to be the Program’s reliance on the wellness curriculum over structural changes to foment student wellness. DJ reflected on what she heard from other students:

> I felt like a lot of people were complaining about those lectures and that kind of gave a negative aspect to it ... What we heard often was that instead of having lectures about mental health and student wellness, they’d prefer to have more actions taken from their faculty. I was involved in the wellness community, so it was always hard to hear people complaining and not really get involved or try to help us help them better.

In a similar vein, the Medical Program’s support of the curriculum was largely seen as performative. MA elaborated:

> Even though there are a lot of really great aspects of it that I am grateful for and that have had a positive impact on me. I still view it globally as something that McGill Medicine needs for accreditation ... And my God, they will get their accreditation, even if it means that you have a last-minute lecture right before your exam, or they make something that’s mandatory, that’s really inconvenient for you.

Mistreatment, which can profoundly affect learner well-being, was another issue that influenced some participants’ perceptions of the curriculum. Some argued that the curriculum should include mistreatment information early on and better prepare and support students dealing with mistreatment. EK shared her experience:

> There’s a lot of lost faith because people report and then nothing happens. And personally, I’ve experienced mistreatment, where like I was in a very difficult situation with a staff, and I felt completely unsupported. I agree with having an early session [in the LWC] about mistreatment, but also talking about the stigma, as there is a lot that weighs on a medical student when reporting.

### Discussion

The LWC appears to offer a promising strategy towards supporting medical student well-being, integrating a preventive approach carried out by students themselves, with support and endorsement from the program administration.” Most participants found the curriculum helpful and enriching, noting its comprehensive and diverse approach to wellness and relevancy to their lives as medical students. This is in line with previous research on students’ preferred approaches to wellness. Despite specifying the curriculum was important to the learning environment, fourth-year medical students predominantly felt disengaged from the curriculum, perceiving it to be lacking a structured developmental progression, failing to increase in complexity and practical applicability over their medical degree. This discrepancy with the other groups may be attributed to various factors, including differences in student buy-in, variations in baseline wellness knowledge, and variations in time spent with the curriculum. Additionally, it may be influenced by having experienced the entire curriculum as students in their final year and assessing its overall impact on their development.
as professionals with the impending transition to residency. Further research may find answers to these questions. Still, this finding confirms that carefully tailored content, consultation with students, and student buy-in is essential, as disengaging wellness activities offer little value to students.\(^{14}\)

The participants revealed aspects of the curriculum that can support more engaging, enriching, and helpful experiences. Preferred wellness activities are in line with previous research with physicians in training, namely experiential and simulated activities where they get to practice skills and develop self-awareness and self-reflection,\(^{51}\) facilitated ice cream rounds where they get to share and connect with their peers,\(^{52}\) and wellness days that allowed for activity choice and flexibility.\(^{31}\) Additionally, participants unanimously preferred ‘insider’ speakers of the medical community (e.g., senior students, residents, staff from the Office) referring to the potential for role-modeling, relatedness, and meaningfulness. This finding echoes research on the value of informal mentorship for medical students and to the importance of speaker/mentor representation, especially for underrepresented students.\(^{53}\) Several participants also alluded to a sense of trust and legitimacy established by the LWC staff, which was critical for attendance and engagement. This may suggest the benefits of involving curriculum leadership that reflects the values of and advocates for student wellness.

The culture within medicine has faced criticism for imposing excessive demands on physicians and trainees concerning work, productivity, and self-sacrifice, often at the expense of long-term sustainability, self-care, and overall well-being.\(^ {34}\) There has been a call for institutions to address self-care and to reflect on how it is viewed and supported by the top (e.g., administration and faculty).\(^ {21,34}\) Our findings align with this call, as participants expressed appreciation for non-mandatory wellness sessions integrated into protected academic time, available both in-person and online.

While most participants appreciated the Medical Program’s deployment of the LWC as a gesture of caring for their well-being, the students displayed skepticism and dissent towards wellness efforts that did not address systemic barriers to wellness, such as learning environment burdens, echoing previous findings.\(^ {31}\) This skepticism, particularly evident among fourth-year medical students, compromised their buy-in to the LWC, prompting the need for systemic changes. The suboptimal scheduling of wellness sessions, especially those close to exams, was identified as a structural barrier necessitating scheduling efforts that allow students to prioritize and practice wellness without additional academic burdens or costs.

Moreover, consistent with previous research\(^ {17}\), participants conveyed the detrimental impact of mistreatment. Feeling unsupported by the medical program contributed to the cultivation of mistrust among medical students toward the program, potentially extending to other services or strategies adopted by the program, including wellness initiatives. Therefore, there is a pressing need to equip students with knowledge about mistreatment, reporting mechanisms, and supportive resources while actively fostering a broader culture of equity, safety, and accountability in the learning environment. Aligning with prior research, it is emphasized that designing wellness interventions is most effective when they are crafted to meaningfully alleviate student burdens.\(^ {30}\)

Despite relying on a small sample size, our study revealed abundant and varied participant experiences with the curriculum. However, we cannot definitively assert that the sample provided sufficient insights to fully address our research objective\(^ {54}\). We encountered recruitment challenges with first-year students, preventing us from accessing their perspectives. Additionally, we acknowledge the potential impact of selection bias on our findings. Importantly, underrepresented voices in medicine, such as those of Black and Indigenous students, are absent from this study, underscoring the necessity for future research with more diverse samples to capture varied perspectives within the medical student community. While the results provide valuable insights, the transferability of the findings to other schools is constrained by the modest sample of medical students at McGill and the fact that participation in the LWC was largely optional.

Additionally, although having an interviewer independent from the Office of Medical Learners Affairs may have encouraged greater trust from participants, it is possible that students may have still felt pressured to echo sentiments that they may have believed the Office or the greater student body may have espoused. Still, the information gained through this qualitative study can inform the LWC and curriculum efforts developed by other schools, as well as guide future quantitative studies on curriculum evaluation and effectiveness.
Conclusions
Our study explores medical student engagement with a longitudinal wellness curriculum embedded in the core academic medical curriculum. The results suggest that longitudinal curriculum efforts are feasible, with students providing diverse suggestions for improving these types of initiatives. Key factors for curriculum acceptability and engagement include adopting student-centered approaches, diverse and holistic wellness topics, experiential and active learning strategies, role-modeling, peer support, and removing barriers to access (e.g., scheduling). Additionally, while the curriculum may support primary prevention, it must work in alignment with broader interventions, including system-level strategies and specialized mental health support, for sustainable student well-being and to facilitate student trust in their medical education systems.
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